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DISCOVER OUR PRODUCTS

The most versatile jobsite radio, loaded with the
best technology available in the market.

ROCKPRO



POWERBANK
Our radios are equipped with strong
batteries which can double as power banks
with 5V/1.2A output. Connect the phone to
the USB port and it will be charged in no
time.

The powerful all-rounder:
access to the best audio
anywhere, anytime.

DAB+
The genuine 21st-century digital
radio, as clear as a bell and as
user-friendly as it gets. If there’s
no coverage, you can simply
switch to trusty old FM.

FM RADIO
FM radio is here to stay! Whereas DAB+
radio reception can be tricky in large
buildings or remote areas, there’s 
always good old FM to back you up. 
Problem solved – as all our radios have 
FM capabilities.

USB
Download your favourite 
playlists to a USB stick and play 
them directly on your radio.  
This means no fiddling around 
with phones or other devices 
when you simply want to listen 
to your favourite playlists.

BLUETOOTH
Transform your radio into a high-quality
Bluetooth speaker and listen to your own
audio thanks to the Bluetooth interface.
You can play anything from your computer
or phone directly on your radio.

AUX IN
Need a break from radio? All 
you need is a basic audio cable 
to connect any device with a 
headphone jack and play it
on your PerfectPro radio.



INTEGRATED
LITHIUM BATTERY

SOLID
DESIGN

30 WATT NEODYMIUM
SPEAKERS

Long, wireless
playtime and a
high power output

HIGH
POWER

OUTPUT

16-30
HOURS



The RockPro delivers
a strong performance
indoors and outdoors

25 
cm

WEIGHT
3.5 KG

Designed in
compact casing

32.5
cm

21.5 
cm

TÜV/GS 
CERTIFIED

HIGH
IP-NORM

2-YEAR
WARRANTY

DUST RESISTANT

SHOCK RESISTANT

WATER RESISTANT

EQUIPPED TO FILL MEDIUM-SIZED SPACES

SPECTACULAR SOUND WITHIN 15 METERS

INSIDE UP TO 

1.000 m2

OUTSIDE UP TO 

50 m

OPTIMAL

100 m2

OPTIMAL

15 m



ESSENTIAL ESSENTIAL ESSENTIAL

ADVANCED ADVANCED ADVANCED

ULTIMATE ULTIMATE ULTIMATESMALL MEDIUM LARGE XL

AUDISSE POWERPLAYER ROCKPRONETBOX

TEAMBOX

ROCKHART

DABBOXUBOX 500R TEAMPLAYER

ROCKBULL

DABPRO UBOX 400R ROCKBOX WORKSTATION

SOLOWORKERWORKTUBE

The RockPro is the compact
stereo model in PerfectPro’s
ultimate line
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The specifications given refer to products as currently 
supplied to our dealers. These may differ from products 
that have already been delivered and are in stock at the 
retailers. All information subject to changes and errors.



ROCKPRO
ORDER AT 

INFO@PERFECTPRO.EU

For more information,
product film, technical

specifications, manual and
more, visit perfectpro.eu or

scan the QR code. 

INTEGRATED 
LITHIUM

BATTERY
18 HOURS NEODYMIUM SPEAKERS

MEDIA POWER SPECIAL

USB 
PLAYER

WIFI USB 
CHARGER

BATTERY
TYPE PLAYING TIMEFM WITH RDS, DAB+,

BLUETOOTH & AUX IN
INTERNAL
CHARGER

CHARGES
WHILE

PLAYING

https://www.perfectpro.eu/nl/product/rockpro/

